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needs to change to

document.getEementByldFLASH_myObjName.SetVariable

dcPVAurl http//webl .sjl.youtube.com/pv

To test we just need to make sure that the video plays on all

browsers. Im having hard time testing IF while also connected

to the google network and dont have mac so if anyone else

could help with that that would be great.

Thanks

nadine

On 10/27/07 Mike Solomon mike@youtube.com wrote

Sounds good to me.

On Oct 27 2007 at 1136AM Franck Chastagno wrote

talked with Nadine.

She is working on quick fix for the get_video_token ETA is

noon.

This quick fx may break PVA rating in some cases if user does

not

play video.

Im going to discuss with FM to find out how bad it is if FVA

rating is broken.

If it is bad we may ask OPS to push fix for PVA rating later

this afternoon or evening.

Thanks

Franck

On 10/27/07 Nadine Hank nadineh@google.com wroteYes this

was

my change. Before we were passing the token in to the call for the

swf. In order to cache the swf made it so that we request the

token after the swf is loaded. It was suggested that do this

right away so that there isnt delay when user clicks play.

Ill change ii so that it requests the token only when user

clicks play.

On 10/27/07 Mike Solomon mike@yaftube.com wrote Can someone
call Nadine or Aaron and get them started on this want

fix no later than noon.

On Oct 27 2007 at 1023 AM Geoff Stearns wrote

Nadine

Ah you are right it must be the pva then maybe Aaron

Nadine

changed it recently
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On 10/27/07 Vijay Karunamurthy vjkaruna@youtube.com wrote

Hey Geoff noticed the homepage makes the requests for me in

Firebug

http//www.youtube.com/api2_restmethodyoutube%2Evideos%2Eget%

5Fvideo

%5Finfovideo_idzLn3X%2DmzpUc
http//www.youtube.com/api2_rest

methodyoutube.videos.get video tokenvideo idzLn3X-mzpUc

On Oct 27 2007 at 1017AM Geoff Stearns wrote

looked at the Casio page and they are using the relO

player so

that page should never even request token... and its

not

ust

checked.

noticed its on the homepage pva as well but that uses

the old

player so that wont be making that request either.

On 10/27107 Geoff Stearns tensafefrogs@google.com wrote

The new embed player uses get_video_token before it plays

video but

only after the first video the first token is sent back

as url

param when the users requests the swf.

The custom player and acdc players also use this before

playing

video we were having caching issues in the cafe response

that the

acdc players were using the tokens were expired before they

could be

used which means players that cant play any videos.

can roll back the change on the embed player if its

concern.

On 10/27/07 Mike Solomon mike@youtubo.com wrote

In recent sampling found few things

Top Requested Items naive not normalizing stupid vanity

uris

111017/get_video

109270/watch

38026 /set_awesome

37297 /api2_rest

14858/

12256/user_info

10251 /tracker
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/api2_rest is way up there.

few entries stand out

7493 GET api2_rest

methodyoutube.videos.get_video_tokerivideo_idzLn3X-

mzpUc HUFf
1.1

7477 GET api2_restmethodyoutube%2Evideos%2Eget%
bFvideo%

bFinf ovideo idzLn3X%2DmzpUc HTTF1 .1

697 GET /api2_restmethodyoutube%2Evideos%2Eget%

5Fvideo%

SFinfovideo idne9OAB949SM HTTF1.1

680 GET /api2_rest

methodyoutube.videos.get_video_tokenvideo_idne9OAB949SM HTTF/

1.1

The top two have something to do with Casio contest.

Interestingly enough. these top two have only generated 100
hits

to

get_video to actually watch something and zero hits to the

actual

embed page.

At first though it was some kind of gamng but now Im

leaning

towards bug. Why would you need 7000 calls to

youtube.videos.get_video_token for 50 calls to get_video

If someone can eqlain that would be great. ask because

this

an aberration in traffic and could explain the higher than

normal

cpu utilization on the webs.

-Mike
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